The vapor-liquid equilibrium calculation for 34 binary systems containing hydrogen reveals that an extended BWRequation of state can be applied over a wide range of temperatures, 70-730 K, and pressures up to 25 MPa with temperature-dependent binary interaction parameters. The use of these parameters gave excellent predictions for the vapor-liquid equilibria of six ternary systems containing hydrogen.
Introduction
The rapid growth of hydrotreating processes in fossil-fuel technology has increased the demand for knowledge of vapor-liquid equilibria of systems containing hydrogen at a low temperature. In contrast, the increasing interest in the recovery of hydrogen from coal liquefaction processes has promoted accumulation of vapor-liquid equilibrium data at high temperatures up to 730 K.
The objectives of this paper are to obtain an equation of state for hydrogen and to confirm its suitability for calculating the vapor-liquid equilibria of mixtures containing hydrogen, which are wellknownfor the unusual phenomenonof reverse-order solubility, by using the extended BWRequation of state.
Equation of State 1.1 Extended BWRequation of state applicable to hydrogen
In a previous paper,10) a modified BWRequation of state for polar substances with three polar parameters and fifteen generalized non-polar parameters was proposed. It is based on the idea of the perturbation method that central forces (e.g. dispersion forces) represent the main effect and that dipolar interactions produce small deviations from the nonpolar contribution.n)
The ally, the modified BWRequation of state of a polar substance10) is successfully extended to hydrogen:
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where fifteen generalized coefficients (e.g. Bo, Ao, Co, à"à"à") are functions of Tc, Vc and co.7>9'23) Quantum parameters for hydrogen *PA, WE, s3, sx and s2 are related to reduced quantities WA*, WE*,^3*? sx* and s2, as follows:
Quantumparameters for hydrogen
Critical constants and acentric factor of hydrogen used for calculation are given in 
For systems consisting of non-polar components, mi} was successfully generalized as a function of critical molar volume ratio Vci/Vcj, as predicted by 6 ) depending on some substance groups which include chemically similar substances.8) To apply mixing rules to systems containing polar or quantum substances, the following mixing rules are 
«".= Z xfai+sJT*2*)
where s^stiRV2ci (18) =^7^(19) Thevalues with asterisks are reduced ones. 2.2 Optimumvalues of m^for vapor-liquid equilibria The values of mtj were determined to fit vaporliquid equilibrium data for 34 binary systems containing hydrogen. As shown in Fig. 1 , optimum mtj values were found to be temperature-dependent at temperatures from 70 to 730K and pressures up to 25MPa. At pressures over 25 MPa, convergence to the critical point was unsuccessful. Substances used are presented in Table 3 , listed by the same numbers used in Fig. 1 . 2.3 Correlation of binary interaction parameters, mtj Figure 1 indicates that the mV}values are divided into two types: one linearly increasing with temperature and the other saturated. Unreasonable results will occur, however, for vapor-liquid equilibrium calculation of a multi-component system at higher temperatures if mtj continues to increase linearly.
Thus the value of mtj should be saturated. Developing the idea of Hudson and McCoubrey, 6) Numbers in this figure are denoted in Table 3 .
Nohka Sarashina, Arai and Saito12) revealed that mVj of a polar/non-polar system will increase and finally become saturated. From Fig. 1 , this conclusion appears to be applicable to the hydrogen/non-polar system in this work. Since hydrogen is treated like a polar substance as shown in Eq. (1), it may suggest that behavior of hydrogen in a mixture is similar to that of polar substances. Figure 1 indicates that the saturated value of mfJ-is between 1.1 and 1.9. For a linearly increasing type, mŵ as correlated as two folding straight lines where a constant value indicates saturation, as for the hydrogen-methane system shown in Fig. 2 . For a saturated type, m^was approximated as a quadratic equation in terms of temperature and becomes constant at a maximumpoint, as for the hydrogenethylene system (Fig. 2) . Table 3 gives a summary of correlated values of miy 3. Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium Calculation
The present correlation of mi3 was tested against vapor-liquid equilibrium data for 34 binary systems containing hydrogen. Good results were obtained at pressures below 25 MPa. The reverse-order solubility of the hydrogen-methane system5) are well shown in at r^640.87K and /wy=0.8348 at higher temperatures for the methane-tetralin system.21) Figure 4 shows a comparison of calculated results with experimental data16) for the hydrogen-methaneethylene system at -75°C and 4.05 MPa. The average deviations are 7.1, 9.7 and 3.5% for the K-values of hydrogen, methane and ethylene, respectively, and 2.7% for pressure, when calculation was carried out at fixed temperature and liquid compositions. The applicability of temperature extrapolation of mip however, could not be clarified. To make this point clear, further calculation of PVTor enthalpy as well as phase equilibrium will be required.
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